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With China's urbanization process has been accelerated, the land resources are 
dwindling and real estate enterprises continue to mature, a leading city spirit, 
resources symbiosis and polymerization of new real estate mode value entered our 
vision, it is urban complex that compounds the main functions of the modern city. 
This paper defined for urban complex from four different Angle, and discussed the 
development process, the development motivation ,the development characteristics 
and development trend of urban complex. Urban complex appeared  in European 
and American countries firstly in which urbanization process developed earlier. This 
paper selected three foreign typical construction projects case of urban complex, 
analysed  the development background, development mode, planning position and 
operation mode of urban complex, summarized the experiences and lessons both 
projects for our country's urban complex development for reference. Then our 
country has already started urban complex practice, the paper analyses the 
development of urban complex realtions status quo from domestic citis、urban 
complex projects and enterprises process in China. Finally the paper analyzed 
advantageous factors and potential difficulties for urban complex in China ,proposed 
six coping strategies for developing urban complex projects better. 
The innovation of this paper is mainly reflected in the following aspects: first, it 
analyzed the basic theory of urban complex system; Second, two typical foreign 
cases were compared, summarized the worth of valuable experiences and lessons; 
Third, it analyzed the current situation from domestic cities and urban complex 
practice projects and enterprises , and provided basis in reality for determinants and 
strategy of urban complex development; Fourth, it showed advantageous factors and 
potential difficulties of urban complex development in China, and proposed coping 
strategies for the better development of urban complex projects.  
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